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SUMMARY

Scope:

This routine safety inspection by the resident inspectors involved
the areas.of maintenance observation, surveillance observation,
operational safety verification, evaluation of licensee self-
assessment and engineered safety feature syszem walkdown.

Results:

In the areas inspected two apparent violations were identified. One
involved the failure to maintain the control building emergency air
filtration units operable (paragraph 4). The second violation
. involved the failure of NAD to maintain independence from line
function activities (paragraph 5).

Weaknesses were identified in the area of plant material deficiencies
and self-assessment (paragraph 5). Quality control coverage of plant
maintenance activities continue to identify deficiencies. However,
since initiation of these inspection activities the number of problems
identified has significantly decreased and these efforts appear to be
well accepted by plant personnel.

Unit 1 was operated at 100 percent until it was shutdown due to
seismic concerns associated with the diesel generator building walls
on April 21, 1992.
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Unit'2 was operated at a reduced power level of approximately 78
-

percent due to problems associated with' turbine electro-hydraulic-
' control system, generator.to excitor coupling alignment, and reactor
feed pump 2B vibration problems. This unit was also shutdown on
April 21, for the same reason as Unit 1 -- Both units were in cold
shutdown at the end of the reporting period.
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REPORT DETAILS
'

1. - Persons Contac;ed

Licensee Employees

K. Ahern, Manager - Operations
M. Bradley, Manager - Brunswick Assessment Project
S. Callis, On-Site Licensing Engineer
S. Floyd, Manager - Regulatory Compliance

*R. Godley, Supervisor - Regulatory Compliance
*R. Helme, Manager - Technical Support
J. Holder, Manager - Outage Management & Modificatiors (OM&M)
B. Leonard, _ Manager - Training
P..Leslie, Supervisor - Security
*D.. Moore, Manager - Maintenance
*R. Richey, Vice-President - Brunswick Nuclear Project
C. Robertson, Manager -' Environmental & Radiological Control

*J. Simon, Manager - Operations Unit 1
*J. Spencer, General Plant Manager - Brunswick Steam

Electric Plant
R. Tart, Manager-- Operations Unit 2
G. Warriner, Manager - Control and Administration _

(Onsite)
,

K. Williamson, Manager - Nuclear Engineering Department

Other licensee employees contacted included constructian
craftsmen, engineers, technicians, operators, office personnel-

and security force memburs.

* Attended the exit interview.

Acronyms and initialisms used in the report are listed in the
last paragraph,

2. Maintenance Observation (61703)

The inspectors. observed maintenance activities, interviewed
personnel, and reviewed records to verify that work was conducted
:ba acr ,rdance with approv nrocedures, Technical Specifications,
and app'icable industry cs and standards. The inspectors also
verifidd that: redundant ct -nents were operable; administrative

; controls were followed; tagons were adequate; personnel were
qualified; correct replacement parts were used; radiological
controls were proper; fire protection was adequate; quality
control hold points were adequate and observed; adequate post-
maintenance-testing was performed; and independent verification'

requirements were implemented. The inspectors independently
verified that selected equipment was properly returned to
service.
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Outstanding work requests were reviewed to ensure that the
licensee gave priority to safety-related maintenance. The
inspectors observed / reviewed portions of the following
maintenance activities:

92-AXZR1 Relay 2'//OUA replacemeat
92-AEKU1 2B RFP repair
92-AGQK1 E-1 CT replacement subKtitution
92-AGPZ1 E-7 CT replacement
92-FFG 271 E-7 substation PM
93-RXL101 E-1 substation PM:
32-ANCIl Tested SW anchor bolts
92-ANCP1 Tested SW anchor volts
92-AH7L1 Tested SW anchor bolts
92-AHUW1 DG building structural walls

,

FM 91-011 Modification of DG structural walls

The inspector observed that procedures and work packages were at
the job site. Housekeeping was acceptable and workers appeared ,

to be diligent and followed procedures with acceptable work
practices.

The inspectors, as a result of a continuing review of QC
assessment reports of plant activities, have noted an improvement ,

in procedural compliance and a slight increase in supervisory
presence in the field. However, it still appears that problems
exist in procedura.1 quality, work planning and delays in
corg;leting activities within the planned schedule. The
inspa; tors noted that the frequency and significance of QC
findings have decreased. It also appears that QC is gaining
credibility and acceptance by the line organication.*

5The inspectors questioned if the Itcersee was trending results of
QC assessments. The licensee indicated that they were currently
reviewing this to deternine if it was needed or beneficial.

The insp?ctor observed the UT of anchor bolts across the top of
the North side of wall 6a in the DG building. The instrument WTs'

calibrated using bolts of a known length. The length of each
installed bolt was determined by UT and the length of imbedment
was calculated. Bolt measurements were verified by engineering.
All measured bolts were 7 inches long as required. The inspec' r
observed UT results on the display screen and noted that licensee ,
personnel were accurately recording data.

The inspector, during routine building rounds observed that ,

housekeeping in the RFP rooms was inadequate. Debris, oil and
water was in the floor areas under all RFPs with 2B RFP being in
the worst condition. Tba area under 2B kFP contained oil soaked
paper absorbers and a sig!- cant amount of oil and water. The
inspector asked the licensee if the transient Jire load ar,alysis
included the oil on the floor. The initial response was that the

I
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analysis included a fixed amount of oil. The inspector believed
the analysia only covered oil contained in the sump. Subsequent
evaluation ty the licensee determined that the as-found condition
was not incladed in the transient fire load analysia. The area
has been cleto.ed and ACR 92-307 was written.

The inspectors onitored the licensee's structural inspection and
repairs being accomplished in the DG and CW buildings. During
tours, inadequate housekeeping in the control cabinets for
DG Nos. 1 and 3 was identified. In addition to housekeeping,
inadequata preventive maintenance was identified on some
contactors in the DG No. 1 control cabinet. WR/JO 92-AJCE1 was
written to correct this item. Inspection was also completed on
the mounting of E-BUS switchgear and DG MCCs and DG control
panels. No problems were identified in the switchgear and DG
control panels. The MCCs were found to be welded to an imbedded '

:

plate at the front and attached at the top to the steel missile
shield walls between DG cells. The in;pectors questioned if this
mounting matched the as tested seismic condition of the MCCs.
The inspectors were told by NED that this was an acceptable
alternative mounting method and that NED would provide
information to the inspectors to clarify this item. The
inspectors will review this data when received. ;

I

Violations and deviations were no' identified. h

3. Surveillance Observation (6172'
|

The J nspectors observed surve .ee testing required by
Techn1 cal Specifications. Thtaugh observation, interviews and
record review, the inspectors verified that: tests conformed to
Technical Specification requirements; administrative controls -

were followed; personnel were qualified; instrumentation was
calibrated; and data was accurate and complete. The inspectors
independently verified selected test results and proper return to
service of equipment.

The inspectors witnessed / reviewed portions of the following test
activities:

2MST-DG11R Unit 2 DG-1 Loading Test
OPT-12.8C Flectrical ?ower Systems Operability

Test - DG-3

All test recu.;s were within specified parametera. Adequate
engineering, maintenance and operations support were provided as
needed during the performance of the tests. The inspector

- - _ - - _ - _ _ _ - - - _ _ - _ - _ _ - __ _ _ _ _ - ___ _ - _ _ _ ___ _
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observed that the scaffolding erected for the DG building ;

work hindered operators during the above test, but did not :

appear to affect the performance of the test.

Violations and deviations were not identified.

4. Operational Safety Verification (71707)

The inspectors verified that Unit 1 and Unit 2 were operated in |
compliance with Technical Specifications and other regulatory

..

requirements by direct observations of activities, facility !
tours, discussions with personnel, reviewing of records and

'

independent verification of safety syutem status.
t

The inspectors verified that. control room manning require to of
10 CFR 50.54 and the Technical Specifications were met, rol'

operator,Eshift supervisor, clearance, STA, daily and stan +g
instructions and jumper / bypass logs were reviewed to obtain
information-concerning operating trends.and out of service safety-
systems to ensure that there were no conflicts with Technical ;

Specification Limiting Conditions for Operations. Direct
observations of control room panels and instrumentation, and |
recorder traces-important to safety were conducted to verify
operability and that operating parameters were within Technical ,

Specification limits. The inspectors observed shift turnovers to
verify that. system status continuity was maintained. The
inspectorsLalso verified the status of selected control room
annunciators. t

The inspectors inspected the interior of all' unlocked control
room back-panels with the assistance of operations ~ personnel.
The general condition of internal components was satisfactory.
Minor.diacrepancies were noted by the licensee.. No operability
conceras were identified; however, nvmerous uncontrolled' circuit
drawings were found posted on the inside of: panel doors. Most

,

'

drawings rere old and potentially out-of-date. The_lucensee
agreed that ''is condition was inappropriate and-removed.all-

-

unofficial postings. The licensee stated that the locked panels
would be-inspected for similar conditions and all documents would

L
- be removed.

Operability of a-selected Engineered Safety Feature division was
verified weekly ~by-ensuring thatt each accessible valve in the

(13 flow path was in its correct position; each power supply and
j, breaker-was closed for components that must activate upon

|c initiation signal; the RHR subsystem cross tie valve for each
p unit was closed with the power--removed-from the valve operator;
L there was not' leakage of major components; there was proper

' lubrication'and cooling water availaole; and conditions did not

? '
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exist which could prevent fulfillment of the system's
functional requirements. Instrumentation essential to
system actuation or performance was verified operable by
observing on-scale indication and proper instrument valve
lineup, if accessible.'

The inspectors verified that the licensee's HP policies and
procedures were followed. This included obse'vation of HP.

practices and a review of area surveys, radiation work permits,
posting and instrument calibration.

The inspectors verified by general observations that: the
security organization vras properly manned and security personnel _

were capable of performing their assigned functions; persons and
packages were checked prior to entry into the PA; vehicles were
properly authorized, ser.rched and escorted within the PA; persons4

within the PA displaye6 photo identification badges; personnel in
vital areas were authorized; effective compensatory measures were
employed when required; and security's responne to threats or
alarms was adequate.

The inspectors also observed plant housekeeping controls,
verified position of certain containment isolation valves,
checked clearances and verified the operability of onsite and
offsite emergency power sources.

a. The licensee has recently been re-evaluating the
seismic qualific.1tions of structural walls in the
diesel and service water buildings because of anchor
bolt deficiencies identified during an NRC inspection
in March and April (Inspection Report 92-10). Thi9
effort has been initiated by the licensee to determine
if other areas had similar problems. On April 13,
1992, an auxiliary operator identified bent and loose
mounting bolts on the control building emergency air
filters (CBEAFs). The operators wrote WR/JO 92-ARWD1
requesting an OI-4 operability assessment within 24
hours or no later than 4:00 a.m., on April 14, 1992.
System and NED engineers inspected the equipment as
part of the OI-4 assessment. The licensee informed the
inspector that based on inspection and an Octcber 1,
1987 evaluation (BPE 5740) (PlD 001534), both CB"AFs
were operable. The 1987 evaluation was based on a
field inspection done in response to a 1987 seismic
qualification question. The licensee was unable to
provide supporting calculations for the 1987 inspect?.on
and evaluation. The inspector reviewed the as-built
sketches of the April 13, 1992 inspection, noting tnat
only the anchor bolts to the floor were considered, the
inspector subsequently inspected the CBEAFs.

-- _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ - ._
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Each CBEAP is mounted on two channels which are
attached to I-beams by twelve 1/2-inch bolts. Each I-
beam is attached to the floor by six 3/4-inch expansion
anchor bolts. The inspectors observed that wedge type
Nashers were not used under the 3/4-inch nuts and that
the nuts did not have full contact with the I-beam
flanges. The inspector also observed that one side of
2A CBEAF was not f astened through the structural
flanges to its I-beam. Additional investigation
revealed that six angle clips had been bolted to the I-
beam, but were not welded to one filter mounting
channel. Several of the I-beam expansion anchor bolts
were bent and bolt engagement varied from partial -

thread engagement to approxinately two inches of excess
threads. .Many of the anchors showed material
deformities as if they had been hammered on. The
inspectors provided this information to technical
support engineering who then conservatively declared-

the 2A CBEAF, and therefore associated train 2A of the
control room emergency filtration system, inoperable.
Repairs to the 2A CBEAF were immediately started, and
completed within the allowable TS LCO limits. Train 2A
of the cont ro'. room emergency filtration system was
returned to service on April 19.

The inspectors reviewed the operability evaluation and
accompanying calculations for the=2A CBEAF. The
inspectors concluded that the licensee had performed
an inadequate field inspection as a part of their
10CFR50.59 evaluation in 1987 and an inadequate
inspection on April 14, 1992.

_

NED's re-evaluation of the 2A-CBEAF on May 1,
1992, determined that it had been seismically
inoperable, and therefore reportable. Due to the
deficienci- associated with the 2A CBEAF, train
2A of the control room emergency filtration system
has been inoperable (but available) since initial
plant' operation. This is a violation (325/324/92-
11-01) of Technical Specification 3.7.2, which
requires that two trains of the control room
emergency filtration system be operable in
Operational Conditions 1, 2 and 3.

The licensee had at least=three opportunities to
discover-this conditions once during initial
installation inspection; when a seismic
qualification evaluation was performed on
October 1, 1987;-and when the auxiliary operator
identified the bent bolts in April 1992. It
appears that on each occasion the evaluators did a
" tunnel vision" inspection and relied on

I
(_. ,
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previously documented data that lacked supporting
calculations to determine acceptability. The
events and circumstances of this item are similar
to the problem associated with the diesel
generator building walls addressed in Inspection
Report 92-20, which is currently under review and
consideration for escalated enforcement.

b. During their review of the seismic integrity of diesel
generator. building walls on April 20, corporate

'

engineering (NED) discovered that the poured concrete
walls between diesel generator cubicles were not
attached to the floor slabs and overhead beams with i

rebar, as previously believed._ Instead, these walls
were found to be held in place by 4 x 4 inch angle
steel and cinch anchors.

,

An initial inspection of these_ anchors found that some
bolts v e missing. The worst--case, as determined by
visual -pection, appeared to be wall 9D-1.between the
DG No. 1 cubicle and the E 6 switchgear room. Visual
and UT inspection determined that inadequate bolts were
installed to support the wall during a seismic event.
The licensee declared DG No._1 and switchgear E6 t

inoperable and entered the appropriate TS LCO at
2:10 a.m., on April.21. At 4:20 a.m., technical
support (onsite) engineering determined that the normal
power feeder to switchgear E-5 also passed through this c

wall. A failure of the wall could result in a loss of
power to E 5. The above condition placed the plant in~
TS 3.0.3 and recuired that both units be placed in hot
shutdown within six-hours.

A power reduction was started at 4:48 a.m., and power
was reduced to 30%-at approximately 7:00 a.m. The :

licensee then contacted Region II and NRR, requesting
that a waiver of compliance be granted to permit
emergent repairs on_the walls while the units remained '

at approximately 30% power. At that time,-temporary
repairs were underway _and expected to be_ completed in--

about four hours. This waiver was granted at
9:00 a.m., with the stipulation-that repairs and
subsequent examination of the remaining walls be
completed 1 expeditiously. The-licensee confirmed that
if additional discrepancies were discovered, the
-prescribed TS action would be taken.

Based on the above, the licensee started repairs on the
9D wall. The repairs were-completed on the North side.

of the-wall at.approximately 11:00 a.m. Further
-evaluation by NED determined that an appr. rent pattern
of false anchor installations existed in this and-other

__ .. __ _____ _ . . _ . . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . . _ . _ _ __ ;___,,_ .
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walls; informing that there were only a sufficient
number of anchors to support the angle steel, but not
the walls. With this apparent lack of confidence in
anchor installations, the licensee made a conservative
decision to shutdown both units commencing at noon on
April 21.

The licensee requested that they be granted time to
perform a soft shutdown, one unit at a time. Region II
and NRR agreed to this waiver request. The inspectors
observed the shutdown and noted that it was controlled
and orderly. Both units achieved hot shutdown on April
21 and cold shutdown on April 22. _

While the units are down, a thorough inspection will be
conducted and rework will be performed on all
identified discrepant installations. The previously
scheduled 30 day outage on Unit 2 was entered early.
The work previously scheduled for the June PT outage on
Unit 1 will also be performed during the current
outage. .

5. Evaluation of Licensee Self Assessment (40500)

a. Onsite Review Committee

The inspectors attended selected PNSC meetings
conducted during the period. The inspectors verified
that the meetings were conducted in accordance with
Technical Specification requirements regarding quorum

'membership, review process, frequency and personnal
qualifications. Meeting minutes were reviewed to -

confirm that decisions and recommendations were
reflected in the minutes and followup of corrective
actions was completed.

There were no concerns identified relative to the PNSC
meetings attended. The resolution of safety issues
presented during these meetings was considered to be
acceptable,

b. Nuclear Assessment Department

On April 26, at the Plan-of-the-Day Meeting, the
inspector noted that the manager of Project Assessment
(NAD) onsite led a discussion relating to *^chnical
Support and NAD inspection of plant areas t, determine
material condition. Based on the above, it appeared
that NAD was planning to perform line functions.

The planned inspection was to be cerformed by a team
composed of engineers, with NAD personnel assisting.

_ _. . _ _ _ . - - _ . _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ ___
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The team's purpose was to inspect areas of the plant
and determine the need for repairs and improvement in
equipment and material conditions.

The inspector' e concern focused on NAD's ability to
perform these line functions and still maintain their
independence and ability to effectively assess the
capability of line organizations to identify and
correct plant deficiencies. NAD's response to this was
that no much needed to be done in this area that their
help a needed to assist the plant to improve, and
that they would assist in the inspection and assess at
the same time. They also stated that they had
dedicated one FTE to these efforts and would provide
five rotational personnel to this project. The Project
Assessment Manager indicated that he would also be
actively involved in these inspecticn efforts. The
inspector immediately had a discussien with the
Corporate Manager of NAD and the Pro;ect Assessment
Manager at the plant on this issue. These discussions
cencured around the role and extent of independence
required by the project assessment group in order to
effectively assess site organizations.

Discussions with the above managers on this issue
reached an impasse. The inspector then discussed this
item with the Executive Vice President, Power and
Supply, who was onsite at that time. He indicated that
NAD was reqcired to be independent from line functions s

and that action would be taken to correct this
situation.

-

The inspector noted that a violation had been issued to
the Onsite Nuclear Saf ety (ONS) committee, which
previously providri independent oversight of site
activities, for direct involvement in site line
functions in 1989. This organization was the
predecessor to NAD, which was organized in January
1991. In that event, ONS was participating as a member
of a Site Incident Investigation Team. Violation
89-20-04 discussed this item in detail.

The inspector formally informed the licensee that they
were not in compliance with TS 6.5.4.7 while the
five NAD personnel were actively participating as
members of a plant staff team accomplishing hot site
entry inspections of high radiation areas not easily
accessible during power operation. Following ret.ewed
conversations with the manager of project assessme.,t
and with the Executive Vice President, NAD withdrew
their inspectors on April 29, after two days of
participation. The participation of NAD personnel in

_ ._ -_ __ - _ - - _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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the above inspections is contrary to the requirements
of TS 6.5.4.7 and the licensee's Corporate Quality
Assurance manual Section 13.3, Assessments. This is a
violation: Failure of NAD to maintain independent
assessmants (325,324-92-11-02).

6. Engineered Safety Feature System Walkdown (71710)

The inspectors completed an ESF system walkdown on the Control
Building Ventilation System which is common to both units. A
detailed hand-over-hand inspection was conducted for the
accessible sections of the system. The actual installation was
compared to licensee drawings, and the system va.1ves, electrical
breakers and control switches were verified to be in accordance
with the_ licensee's checklist for the Control Building
Ventilation System, Operating Procedure O-OP-37, Rev. 20.

The system walkdown found that all valves, breakers and switches
were in the prescribed position. The following specific
deficiencies were identified:

1 1. The unistrut supporting instrument air lines for
the air compressor appear to be missing two bolts.

2. One inctrument air receiver is missing one of the
three mounting bolts.

3. The instrument air moisture traps are leaking onto
the floor.

4. A hanger on 2B-EAD is miss!79 one nut.

5. Valve locks on 2-VA-2A and 2B-EAD are not secured.

6. Ground cable on an emergency air filter room was
not landed or tagged.

,

7. 2A instrument air compressor rack base is rusting
away,

8. 2 VA-1D, 2E and 2D-CV-CB 19 in very poor material
condition, missing numerous bolts, covers not in
place, units basically corroded and oily rags and
oil inside units. The North fan in the condensing
room at elevation 70' is vibrating and very noisy.

9. Pipe hanger on West side of Equipment Room not
supporting pipes and poor workr anship; All-Thread
hangers are loose.

10. Duct tape used to seal many joints in duct work.
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A detailed inspection identified many missing bolts, loose or not
in place covers, and deteriorated equipment. The inspector's
overall conclusion was that there does not appear to be an
effective preventive maintenance program on this system. The
system appears to suffer from years of neglect with a general
attitude to let it run until it breaks, then do only what is
required to get it running again. A generat everview of other
plant HVAC systems indicate that the same approach has been taken
on these systems also.

At the completion of the above, the inspectors took selected
members of plant management on a tour of this equipment and
spaces to provide detail of the above discrepancies. As a _

result, the licensee established several teams to perform system
and space walkdowns of other plant areas to determine the extent
of degradation that exists. The inspectors will review the
results of these inspections and remedial actions. This item was
discussed in detail with licensee management.

7. Exit Interview (30703)

The inspection scope and findings were sur arized on May 1, 1992,

with those persons indicated in paragraph The inspectors.

described the areas inspected and discuss in detail the
inspection findings in the summary. Dissuating comments were
received from the licensee in the area of NAD independence and
involvement in system and space walkdowns. Proprietary
information is not contained in this report.

Item Number Rescription/ Reference Paragraph

92-11-01 Violation - One train of the control room
emergency filtration system had been
seismically inoperable since initial pant
operation.

92-11-02 Violation - Failure of NAD to maintain
independent assessments.

8. Acronyms and Initialisms

ACR Adverse Condition Report
AO Auxiliary Operator
BSEP Brunswich Steam Electric Plant
CBEAF Control Building Emergency Air Filters
CT Current Transformer
CQA Corporate Quality Assurance
DG Diesel Generator
ESF Engineered Safety Feature
F Degrees Fahrenheit
FTE Full Time Equivalent
HP Health Physics

|
.
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HVAC Heating Ventilatior, and Air Conditioning
I&C Instrumentation and Control
IE NRC Office of Inspection and Enforcement
IFI Inspector Followup Item
IPBS Integrated Planning, Budgeting and Scheduling
LCO Limiting Conditions for Operation
LER Licensee Event Report
MCC Motor Control Center
NAD Nuclear Assessment Department
NED Nuclear Engineering Department
NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission
OM&M Outage Management & Modification
ONS Onsite Nuclear Safety _

PA Protected Area
PNSC Plant Nuclear Safety Committee
QA Quality Assurance
QC Quality Control
RFP Reactor Feed Pump
RHR Residual Heat Removal
STA Shift Technical Advisor
SW Service Water
TS Technical Specification
URI Unresolved Item
UT Ultrasonic Testing
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